Character Descriptions for

The Unintended

Name: Aleria Elizabeth Hayes (Eagle/Consecrated by God/Fire)
Age: 17
Height: 5’5”
Hair Color: Dark Brown
Eye Color: Lavender
Physical Description: long, dark, wavy hair with strands of
blonde and copper that are natural, pale skin, delicate features,
athletic, toned but not cut.
Other: Gift of discernment, stubborn,
Ability to nap anywhere, smell anything, and bruise easily

Name: Bowen Reynard
Age: Unknown
Height: 6’2”
Hair Color: Blonde
Eye Color: Blue
Physical Description: “…but he was… beautiful. He was tall with flawless pale skin and blue eyes so
piercing they made Paul Newman’s look mundane. Every feature was perfectly balanced on his chiseled
face, his pale blond hair perfectly tousled like he just walked off a runway in Paris” (23). “His skin is
always cool… and firmer than normal… like his skin is thicker, but still soft. He is amazingly strong…
He is… hypnotic. Like if he touches me, he can convince me to do anything even if I am saying no, I
just can’t fight him… unless I really concentrate, but it is almost impossible… he moves faster than he
should…” (85).
Other: Hypnotic ability, speed, more to come in book 2!
Descriptions in chapters: 1, 2, 4

Name: Joshua Michael Copeland (Jehovah saves/Who is like God)
Human Age: 19 (would have been 21)
Height: 5’11”
Hair Color: Dark Brown
Eye Color: Green with gold flecks
Physical Description: “He was a little under four years older than me, but he didn’t look like he was in
his twenties. He looked almost my age. He still had the dark wavy hair I remembered, but he was so
pale now. His green eyes, with a few tiny flecks of gold always carried so much knowledge even when
we were kids. They seemed more green now, more intense. Even in my idealized memory, I couldn’t
imagine him looking more perfect now, anyone looking more perfect now” (72).
Other: Played Football and Soccer in high school
Descriptions in chapters: 2, 3, 4
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Name: Sebastian Griffith (Venerable/Chief or Lord)
Age: 54
Height: 5’10”
Hair Color: Medium brown, grey at the temples with a highly manicured beard with a striking grey
streak at the chin.
Eye Color: hazel
Physical Description: “Faintly stout, but strong… Small wire-rimmed glasses gave him the look of
someone who squinted over too many books in his lifetime. His presence was commanding and
intimidating, but there was kindness in his eyes. Somehow I knew I could trust him.”
Other: “His accent was crisp. I couldn’t tell if he was American and had spent a significant amount of
time in England or vice-versa.”
Descriptions in chapters: 5

Name: Gabriel
Age: 36 (But appears younger due to healing ability)
Height: 6’4”
Hair Color: Brown
Eye Color: Dark Brown

(Note: All Slayers have angel names)

Physical Description: “He appeared to be in his late-twenties or maybe early-thirites. He was tall, broad
shouldered and had a slightly olive complexion paired with deep chocolate-brown hair. Part of his
dangerous presence was because of the wicked looking scar hugging the entire length of his left
cheekbone in the shape of a jagged fishhook. Once you could get past the disfigurement, he was very
attractive. He had a wide forehead with perfectly arched eyebrows and a delicately-shaped Roman nose
with full lips. His eyes were shiny and dark, rimmed with long, graceful eyelashes. They sparkled with
wisdom from a hard life and maybe… intuition. His strong jaw line completed his perfectly angular
face. His presence was confident… maybe even a little cocky but more endearing than annoying” (110).
Other: “For some reason I was afraid to really look at him. There was something menacing about him”
(108). “His whole presence was unapproachable and … dangerous” (110).
Descriptions in chapters: 5
Name: Phineas Akhar (Serpent’s Mouth/Trouble)
Age: 28
Height: 5’10”
Hair Color: Jet Black (Raven)
Eye Color: Dark Brown
Physical Description: “He had jet black hair, so dark it had a blue cast like a raven’s, but his skin, a
stark contrast, it was so pale. His eyes, deep in their sockets, appeared as black as his hair the edges of
his lids red. His thin frame hunched over a little as though he didn’t want to be seen. He was wearing
dark jeans, a black t-shirt, and a slim cut cargo jacket with a 70s collar in deep green with a messenger
bag slung over his shoulder” (58).
Other: Allied with the Conclave, Close to Rousseau
Descriptions in chapters: 2
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Name: Peter Riordan (Rock/Royal Poet)
Age: 17
Height: 5’9½ ”
Hair Color: Brown
Eye Color: Brown
Physical Description: “he was my oddly charismatic, yet introverted poet friend. He was a couple of
inches shy of six-feet tall and was a water polo player at our school, his light-brown hair perennially
sun-bleached even in winter and his fair skin always golden. His eyes were like dark-chocolate and
always seemed to shine, like they were a beacon showing his kind soul.” (33).

Other: Swimmer
Descriptions in chapters: 1, 2

Misc.
Ali’s Family
Anne Hayes (mother)
Connor Hayes (father)
Cameron Hayes (younger brother)
Helen (grandmother—mentioned)
Aunt Lisa (mentioned)
Unnamed (great-grandmother mentioned)
Ali’s Friends
Maria Walker
Kaela Orozco
Angela Rose Price
Kathleen Hubanks
Margaret “Maggie” Collins
The Ex’s Friends
Robert Sutton (South)
Peter (rock) Riordan (Royal Poet)
Jude Wallace (pg. 32)
Mark Johnston
Vampires
Queen Agrona
Dagan Thanos (immortal, death)
Other
Adele (Campbell Perk Barista)
Paul (Campbell Perk Barista)
Danielle (THE Lane Sales Clerk)
Farah (Orthodox Friend)
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Concilium
Sydney Sato (Council)
Rory Van Heerden
Nigel Abacha
Harold Blackthorne (Conclave)
Crina Rousseau
Carl Richter (judge)
In Epilogue
Uriel (A Slayer)
Gentry (body double for Ali)

Vampires in general:
Eyes glow when feeding or using mind manipulation (glamouring, compelling, mesmerizing, etc)
Pale skin
Cool skin, firmer than normal, like it’s thicker, but still soft. Appeared thinner because it was more
translucent, see the veining underneath it. (Not extreme, a little unearthly)
Strong
Speed
Night dweller (Sun will kill)
May ingest some food the older they get
Need to be asked into a home
Heightened senses
Strengthen with age
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